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The Nicest
Homes Stay
That Way...
worry free!
H

ome Preservation Services delivers a proprietary power-set of
260 tasks, repairs and inspections customized to maintain your
entire home, inside and out, including landscape lights and sprinklers.
Control your home’s condition, efﬁciency and cost to maintain. Every
season, your same, two technicians will execute the HPS Maintenance
Checklist© and attend to your special requests. We call them your
“Honey-Do’s”. When needed, a vetted cast of Peninsula industry
specialists work with HPS to complete the project.

Never Worry About Home Care Again
s Seasonal Maintenance Visits
s 260 Annual Tasks and Inspections
s Your “Honey-Do” List Manager

s 24/7 Emergency Service
s Home Repairs, Reﬁnishing,
& Remodeling

Serving the Peninsula since 1995
1178 Los Altos Avenue
Los Altos

650.279.8439
Lic. # 782552
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PALO ALTO COUPLE TAKES CRAFTSMAN BACK TO ITS ORIGINAL CHARM

by Carol Blitzer / photos by Dasja Dolan

W

hen Ann and Dan Nitzan found their
new Palo Alto home in 2005 it met all
their key criteria: It was walking distance to downtown, not too far from Dan’s 105year-old grandfather who lives at Channing House,
with a sunny garden.
They then spent a couple of years planning how
to restore the 1912 Craftsman, which had been
“remuddled” over the years and had even been
turned into a duplex at one point.
Working with Frederic Knapp, an architect expeClockwise, from top: The exterior of the 1912
Craftsman home is nearly the same, with a wide front
door; by lopping off some added-on rooms, they were
able to build a deck outside the kitchen and office; the
home is filled with “old-fashioned” touches, including a
rotary phone.
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From top: Bricks from inside the original
fireplace chimney were re-purposed in a
walkway in the backyard; the stairwell went
through numerous design iterations of its
trim and paneling pattern; electrical outlets
are hidden within cabinets in the master
bathroom.

rienced in historical restoration whom
they found through a mutual friend, they
explained that they wanted a bungalow
that had adequate space, charm and that
represented old Palo Alto.
Several years later, after much research
and consultation with their architect and
contractor, Michael Meyer, the Nitzans
have achieved it all. From the street their
home looks much as it did in 1912. But
major changes have occurred, beginning
with lopping off the added-on rooms in
the back, capturing the attic space and
extending it a few feet in back, and adding
a full basement.
The actual footprint of the house on
the substandard lot is smaller than when
they began, Dan says, pointing to the back
porch that overlooks that sunny garden.
Every step of the process was well
thought through, with an eye to salvaging
and reusing original materials as much as
possible. Douglas-fir flooring was removed
from the old rear addition and used to
patch gaps in the front; the chimney from
continued on next page
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Much of the living room is original, with the fireplace rebuilt and built-in benches at the sides. Douglas fir flooring was
re-captured and re-used to patch where needed.

continued from previous page
the fireplace was taken down brickby-brick, a stovepipe inserted and
the chimney reconstructed. Many
of those bricks reappeared in the
back patio.
“We wanted to be respectful of
the style and materials of the day,”
Dan says. In practical terms that
meant using old fixtures and fittings, plaster walls, high ceilings
and salvaged materials, he adds.
Many of those fixtures were found
by Ann on the Internet.
Knapp describes the Nitzans as
“very active clients,” noting that the
stairwell went through numerous
iterations before they settled on the
trim and paneling pattern.
And not everything went
smoothly. After the new front door
was installed, Ann had buyer’s
remorse, Dan says, adding that
“bungalows of this era had wide
doors.”
They replaced their first choice
with a wide, heavy door with beveled, tempered glass panes — all
6 SUMMER 2012 | home + garden design

protected by an electronic lock
that Dan re-engineered and reassembled.
Throughout the house, the
Nitzans have added their very personal touches: Dan learned how
to create leaded- and stained-glass
windows. And he applied his engineering background to adapting
what looks like old push-button
light switches to dimmers.
The subway tile they chose for
the kitchen had to be perfectly
flat, rather than the rounded edges
more common today. Likewise,
contemporary hexagonal tile is set
1/8-inch apart — too wide by 1912
standards. So they carefully peeled
each tile from the backing and reglued them much closer together
on new backing, before using them
as a kitchen counter and on the
bathroom floors.
Some of their materials they
found on site, including an old
pocket door that had been removed
to make way for a wall heater. That
door was restored, as well as the
sideboard in the dining room.

The new kitchen is huge — 13.5
feet by 21 feet, with a lower Carrera
marble countertop near the prep
sink where 5-foot, 2-inch Ann can
whip out pastries and a standardheight countertop made of white
hexagonal tiles trimmed in shiny
black that suits Dan’s 6-foot height.
The counter slopes toward the sink,
making cleanup easier.
All the faucets, outlet covers and
drawer pulls are nickel-plated, with
the refrigerator and freezer drawers
hidden behind cabinetry.
Although the house was made to
look old, it doesn’t lack for modern
conveniences. A motion sensor
automatically starts circulating hot
water when someone enters the
bathroom; a fan goes on when one
steps into the shower; a central vacuum system is built into the walls;
there’s radiant heating throughout.
Most of the kitchen drawers are on
slides, and most outlets are hidden
inside cabinets.
While the front rooms — living
room and dining room — are close
to the originals, the back consists of

H O M E + G A R D E N D E S I G N

Kitchen counters were built in two heights and two
materials, the shorter topped in marble ideal for Ann
Nitzan’s baking, the taller made of hexagonal tile. Backing is
flat subway tile, trimmed in black.

the new kitchen, a bathroom and a study that overlooks
the backyard. Upstairs they’ve added two bedrooms
and a bathroom, and the basement now contains the
family room/TV room/guest space, with its own bathroom, a second laundry area, Dan’s workshop, much
storage space as well as the guts of the house: solar
water heater with a thermal pump, water filter, radiant
heating and a commercial fire-alarm system.
continued on next page
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Remodeling Your Home Starts HERE!
REBATES

s FREE Shop-at-Home Service
s FREE Consultation & Measurement

On select

HUNTER DOUGLAS
window
treatments

(ARDWOOD ,AMINATE 4ILE s #ARPET 6INYL s $RAPERIES 3HUTTERS s "LINDS
7ALL #OVERINGS s #ABINETS  #OUNTERTOPS s !REA 2UGS
LIMITED TIME!
SAVE NOW!

500 OFF

20% OFF
ALL CUSTOM
DRAPERIES

Must present coupon.
Can not be combined
with other offers.

$

Serving your home interior needs for over 30 years!

101 E. El Camino Real, Sunnyvale 650.948.4162
Visit our website PKSinteriors.net to learn more

CABINET &
COUNTERTOP ORDERS
OF $5,500 OR MORE
Must present coupon.
Can not be combined
with other offers.
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continued from previous page
Provisions have been made for a future photovoltaic
system.
And, although Dan concedes it could be the trick of
the light, “Not a day goes by that I don’t notice something pretty.” h+g

Unique Gifts and Souvenirs

1000 Off
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$
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Any Purchase
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Not valid with any other offer.
Expires 9-30-12

Not valid with any other offer.
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Resources:
Historic preservation architect: Frederick Knapp, Knapp
Architects, San Francisco, 415-986-2327, www.knapp
architect.com
Building contractor: Michael Meyer Fine Woodworking,
Mountain View, 650-960-3447, mmfww.com
Useful websites: Olde Good Things, ogtstore.com; Gayle’s
Pasadena Architectural Salvage, pasadenaarchitectural
salvage.com; Toledo Architectural Artifacts, Inc., cool
stuffiscoolstuff.com; Omega Too, Berkeley, www.omegatoo.com; Dan Johnson’s Antique Lighting Museum, dan
johnson.com; DEA Bathroom Machineries (in Murphys,
Calif.), http://deabath.com/index.html; eBay
Goal of project:
Add more usable space,
including a workshop and
home office; restore to
original Craftsman charm
Unanticipated issues:
Replaced first new front door
with wider one; replaced new
French stove with a BlueStar
range

Year house built:
1912, remodeled 2007-09
Size of home, lot:
Was 1,350 sq ft; now 2,100
sq ft plus a full basement on
5,000-sq-ft lot
Time to complete:
2 years

Ayoob Woodworking
Unmatched Craftmanship Exclusively
Designed For The Discerning Owner

Specializing in Handmade Kitchen & Bath Cabinets and Fine Furniture.
“ If you can imagine it, I can create it. ”
Paul Ayoob

www.AyoobWoodworking.com
238 East Gish Road, San Jose, CA 95112

4O8-573-O852
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FINEst
QUALITY
HOME
CONSTRUCTION

AND
REMODELING

Remodeling and New Construction:
Remodeling Consultations:
Architectural Design:
Interior Design and Space Planning:
Green Building/Remodeling:
Value Engineering:
The Best Home Builder & Remodeling
Contractor in California

36 RAILWAY AVENUE, CAMPBELL | WWW.SUNZERICONSTRUCTION.COM | CA LICENSE #967246 | 408.963.8843
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MOTIVES
O
S

Top: The living room was lightened and opened up by adding a large picture window, removing a partial wall and
relocating the front entrance. Bottom: Walls were painted cream and the beamed and vaulted ceilings smoothed; new
furniture coordinates with the owner’s antiques.
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RESPECTING THE ORIGINAL WHILE CREATING
A TASTEFUL HOME
by Susan Golovin / photos by Dasja Dolan

W

hen Sharon Turner was looking to relocate she
asked her brother, interior designer Michael
Black for his opinion of a three-bedroom,
three-bath Menlo Park, L-shaped fixer-upper.
“It was an uninspired space,” Black says. “It had barely
been touched since 1954, and it had an odd feel because
of a high, horizontal window in front and a chopped up,
dark interior. But because of the lot size and square footage
inside, it had possibilities.”
A series of ongoing projects has now thoroughly updated
the home, but preserved the mid-century California ranch
feel.
To bring light into the house they replaced that horizontal with a picture window. And, to allow it to enhance the
living room, they removed the 7-foot “library wall” that
blocked the window from the living room.
“It actually had ferns on top,” Black says. The front door
was moved to the side, creating a more gracious entrance.
continued on next page
Left: The kitchen was opened up to the living room, with some
additional storage. On the cover: The new landscape includes
the pool, now with an entertainment center with walkways, a
water feature and fire pit. Photo by Dasja Dolan.

KITCHEN CABINET SALE
(Limited Time)

For a limited time, Dura Supreme cabinetry is available with your choice of savings! Our premium wood species or premium ﬁnishes are
available with no upcharge - which represents a possible savings of up to 45%!

www.GKandB.com

Burlingame
217 California Drive
650.340.2890

Mountain View
2039 W. El Camino Real
650.691.6850

San Francisco
228 Bayshore Blvd.
415.550.8848

San Rafael
530 W. Francisco Blvd.
415.455.5363
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continued from previous page
“We pulled up the carpeting and
the cork underneath and replaced
it with oak floors,” he says. They
also painted the floor-to-ceiling red
brick fireplace white (after re-fortifying it with rebar), peeled off the
layers of grass wallpaper and painted
the walls, taking their cues from
the plums and khakis in the livingroom area carpet Turner loves.
“There’s a captain’s cabin theme
(8-inch-wide tongue-and-groove,
horizontal wood slats) on walls
throughout the house,” Black says.
The natural dark wood was painted
cream to brighten up the rooms as
well as update the look. The ceilings in both the living room and
the den are beamed and vaulted to a
peak of about 20 feet. They too were
modernized, by smoothing out the
popcorn-like surfaces.
“The kitchen was already remodeled,” Black says. “All we had to
do was open it up to the living
room.” “All” entailed reposition-

ing the refrigerator and rejiggering
the entrances to the playroom and
laundry room to provide good sight
lines.
Since cabinetry is limited in the
galley-style space, Black added a
pantry from IKEA and pull-out
drawers from Home Depot. An
antique oak hutch at the kitchen
entry provides storage, as well as
character.
The dining area is tucked into the
living room in an area that borders
the kitchen. For more informal eats,
four chairs belly up to the granite
counter that separates the rooms.
The garage was converted into a
hangout for Turner’s teenaged sons
— complete with pool table and
plenty of comfy seating. “We kept
the functioning garage door behind
a false wall,” she says.
“My bedroom was like a little
brown cave,” Turner says. Now, she
says that the seagreen walls remind
her of a spa. A new window overlooks a private garden and another
wall of windows frames the pool.

Since the master bathroom is open
to the bedroom it also contributes
to the light and space of the room.
Although the bathroom can be
closed off, they put the toilet behind
a sliding door for privacy. Inspired
by hotel rooms, the entry to the
room is lined with closets.
Black explained that the challenge
was to blend what his sister had —
her mother collects English country
antiques and her ex-mother-in-law
collects French antiques — with
new pieces found at local consignment stores, and stores in keeping with the overall décor, such as
Traditions in Menlo Park, where
they purchased a velvet plum sofa,
and Restoration Hardware, where
they found the leather wing chairs
that flank it.
The den achieves this lived-in,
sophisticated look with an 18thcentury English dresser topped with
a similar vintage hutch, a mahogany
Directoire-style French bureau
with marble top (it houses Turner’s
continued on page 14

www.cityofpaloalto.org/resiwater (650) 329–2241

I love ﬁnding ways to be more water efﬁcient.
Hot summer weather means that over half the water residents use
will be guzzled up by their landscapes. That adds up to nearly 600
gallons per day for the average single family home!
I show residents steps I take with my own landscaping such as
replacing lawns, changing watering times and repairing leaking
hoses and sprinklers. I help people create lovely, easy-to-maintain
gardens that attract singing birds and pollinators, like butterflies and
bees, while reducing water waste.
Watch my short video and learn more about our free home water
efficiency consultations, rebates, workshops and landscaping
resources at CityOfPaloAlto.org/Resiwater

—Catherine Elvert
Utility Account Representative
Water Program
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It’s Simple
Beautiful Designer Furniture,
Accessories & Jewelry
all at Consignment Prices!

CAMPBELL 408.871.8890
CORTE MADERA 415.924.6691
DANVILLE 925.866.6164

MOUNTAIN VIEW 650.964.7212
SAN CARLOS 650.508.8317
16 LOCATIONS IN CALIFORNIA, NEVADA & TEXAS

www.thehomeconsignmentcenter.com
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10% off Cabinets & Furniture
up to $1,000 off

continued from page 12
office supplies and supports the TV), a leather armchair
purchased on Craig’s List, a new leather sofa, Turner’s
grandfather’s legal desk and a large gilt-framed mirror. A
wrought-iron curtain rod hangs over the doorway, allowing the room to be transformed into an intimate dining
room.
Work is ongoing on the landscaping. The backyard,
which was once “a pool surrounded by a concrete slab,”
is now an entertainment center with alternating slate and
redwood walkways, a water feature, fire pit and abundant
plantings. Soon, the front yard will have a walled
garden. h+g

General
Contractors

Custom
Cabinetmakers

Specializing in
Residential
Construction
Additions & Remodels

Specializing in
Custom Cabinetry
& Fine Furniture

Michael Meyer Fine Woodworking
2570 Leghorn Street - Unit D
Mountain View, CA 94043

(650) 960-3447

www.MMFWW.com
www.youtube.com/user/MMFWW

Resources:
Interior designer/landscape designer: Michael Black,
Michael Black Design, Menlo Park, michaelblackdesign.
com, 323-219-5362
General contractor: Fred Slightam, Menlo Park,
fslightam@hotmail.com, 650-619-2698
Goal of project:
Turn an uninspired space into
a magical space
Unanticipated issues:
Chopped a water pipe, not
realizing that it went all the
way out to the pool area,
causing a leak under the
house

Year house built:
1954
Size of home:
2,370 sq ft on 11,542-sq-ft lot
Time to complete:
Three years; ongoing
Budget:
About $300K

“Come get inspired
by our 1 acre of
themed gardens.”
Don’t miss
our new
contemporary
garden!
 ,ENA !VE 'ILROY s  WWWGARDEN ACCENTSNET

Family Friendly
Turf! From
Your Local Sod Farm

1UALITY 3OD ,AWNS 3INCE 

Ask us about our
biodegradable netting
CALL NOW!

— Cut Fresh Daily —
504 Sq. Ft. Only $213 picked up!

 0ALM !VE -ORGAN (ILL s  s WWWGRASSFARMCOM
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Committed to
the principles of
sustainable
landscaping
HIGH QUALITY LANDSCAPE
I N S TA L L AT I O N
AND MAINTENANCE

AWA R D W I N N I N G G A R D E N S

USING ORGANIC/
N O NTOX I C A P P R OAC H I N
CARING FOR
THE GARDENS

Frank Niccoli

Owner of The Village Gardener
Named 2012 Silicon Valley Water Champion

9 MJ;NQQFLJ,FWIJSJW.SH
205 Old County Road, San Carlos
650.592.9440
Lic#506894
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DESIGN
IN ADAY
Clockwise, from above: The previously plain front yard now sports a concrete-step
path connecting the front door to the sidewalk and stone veneer on the retaining walls,
all bordered by succulents, blue fescue, agave, lamb’s ears and a potted Peruvian lily;
red fuzzy kangaroo paws line the front of the house; spiky blue fescues, agave and
succulents line the retaining wall in front.

Express
makeover
offers
speedier,
less-expensive
alternative
by Bryce Druzin /
photos by
Veronica Weber

W

hen Kathy Popovec wanted to redo her
admittedly “plain” front and back yards
to match her contemporary-looking home
in Mountain View, she was faced with an unpleasant
reality.
“We had a few landscape architects come out and to
be honest, it was really pricey,” she says.
One architect recommended Popovec contact landscape planner Julie Orr because of her “express garden design,” a service designed to be quicker and less
expensive than a regular yard makeover.
Before meeting in person, Orr asked Popovec and her
husband True Tourtillott to choose designs from landscape books to give her an idea of their preferences.
Orr then sat down with the couple over an afternoon
and completed a design that day. The actual remodel
was completed four months later.
Popovec’s original front yard consisted of a plain
front lawn raised above street level and held in by a
small retaining wall.
One of her priorities was to add a path that connected the front door to the sidewalk. At the time, visitors
would have to walk up the driveway in order to reach
the path to the front door.
continued on page 20
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ur goal is to work with you to help you realize the vision you
have for your home. Since 1990, Windows & Beyond has
helped create beautiful living spaces for thousands of Bay Area
clients. We are Hunter Douglas dealer that showcase choices of
window covering options. Our showroom vignettes display ideas of
window coverings designs that transform the feel of your home.

O

We have 2 locations
to serve our customers in the bay area:
Fremont Showroom
46279 Warm Spring Blvd., Fremont
510.623.8822
Palo Alto Showroom
4020 Fabian Way, Palo Alto
650.938.8822
Hours: Tuesday to Saturday: 10:30 am to 6:00 pm

www.WindowsAndBeyond.com

Beautiful
Flooring
Made Easy
Custom Design and Installation
Carpet U Hardwood U Laminates U Natural Stone & Tile
Luxury Vinyl U Area Rugs U Hardwood Sand & Reﬁnish
Beautiful Flooring, Ultimate Convenience, Exemplary Service
INSPIRATION AT YOUR FEET,
FLOORING FOR YOUR LIFE

4020 Fabian Way, Suite 101, Palo Alto

(650) 331-8040 or (408) 470-3919
www.fci4ﬂoors.com
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continued from page 18
The new paths consist of large,
rectangular concrete steps that lend
the yard a modern look. Along
with a stone veneer attached to the
retaining wall, these pieces of hardscape were the most expensive items
to install.
Popovec was also stumped with
what to do with a corner of the lawn
that would be hemmed in by the
two paths.
Orr filled the spot with low-lying,
fuzzy green lamb’s ears, spiky blue
fescues and a large Peruvian lily,
whose orange flowers are complemented by its large pot of the same
color.
The back of the front lawn also
posed a challenge. Popovec wanted
colorful plants in front of the house,
but didn’t want to cover up stonework on the bottom half of the
house.
Orr suggested kangaroo paws,
whose fuzzy red flowers are held
aloft by thin stems.

Popovec says she loved the result.
“They’re interesting, they lend
color, but you can also kind of see
through them,” she says.
Most of the plants in the front are
new, with one notable exception
being a large hydrangea. Popovec,
who grew up in the house, said she
kept it because it was one of her
mother’s favorite plants.
Popovec said its pink and white
blooms don’t necessarily fit with
the rest of the plants, which are predominantly green, orange and red.
“But it’s a garden,” she says. “You
have to have some whimsy.”
The backyard was less complicated than the front, with the couple
wanting a space to host parties.
Prior to the remodel it was simply a
grass lawn.
The remodel included installing an area of flagstone outside the
backdoor for tables and chairs and
plants along the perimeter of the
lawn.
Tourtillott previously lived in
Hawaii and wanted to have tropical-

looking plants in the back. Orr
helped choose pineapple guava
trees, apple trees and western blanket flowers.
One thing Popovec says did not
go according to plan was the type of
agaves that were planted in the front
lawn next to the retaining wall.
She had envisioned large, round
barrel agaves and was surprised
when the landscape installers
showed up with agave gentryi,
which have a more jagged appearance.
“The layman doesn’t know that
there’s a ba-zillion agaves. It’s generic, like a rose ... A lesson learned
would be if you want something
specific, have a picture and point to
it and say ‘I want this,’” she says.
The cost of Orr’s express design
starts at $650 for a front yard and
$750 for a backyard, compared to
an average of $3,000-$6,000 for a
full-service design, which usually
takes a couple months to complete.
Orr says the express service is
continued on page 22

www.cityofpaloalto.org/emergencywater (650) 566–4501

It’s a score when I can improve emergency water
supplies while preserving parks for families.
Every time I play with my kids, I am reminded how
valuable it will be to have beautiful El Camino Park
preserved after we ﬁnish building our much-needed
emergency water reservoir underneath it.
Improving the entire emergency water supply and
storage system for the beneﬁt of future generations
is by far my proudest achievement.
Learn more about our emergency water system at
CityofPaloAlto.org/EmergencyWater
—Romel Antonio, P.E.
Senior Utilities Engineer,
Water-Gas-Wastewater Division
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HOME OFlCES

custom closets

I can relax.

Everything is ﬁnally where
it’s supposed to be.

Call for your
FREE $ESIGN #ONSULTATION

888-678-6789

OR VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
1000 B Commercial, San Carlos, CA 94070

CUSTOM CLOSETS s HOME OFlCES s MURPHY BEDS s AND MORE

MURPHY BEDS

www.closetfactory.com
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Premier Industry Partner

®

Healy Landscape Construction Inc.
Premier Landscape
& Masonry Contractor
on the Peninsula Since 1984.
Bringing Old World Charm
to Your Projects.

Design & Construction
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www.HealyLandscape.com s 650.631.8078
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continued from page 20
appropriate for simpler yard designs whose installation
costs are generally less than $30,000. But she stressed the
price of installation can vary dramatically depending on
chosen materials.
Orr also says the amount of customization a client
wants, such as an outdoor kitchen or pond, will also
determine whether an express or full-service design is
appropriate.
Besides providing a design, the express service includes
Orr recommending a landscape contractor and overseeing plant installation if the recommended contractor is
hired. h+g
Resources:
Landscape designer: Julie Orr, Menlo Park, 650-468-8020,
info@julieorrdesign.com, www.julieorrdesign.com
Landscape contractor: South Bay Design and
Landscaping, San Jose, 408-452-1270, southbayland
scaping@gmail.com,www.southbaydesignandlandscaping.
com

 3ANTA #RUZ !VE s -ENLO 0ARK
(Next to Posh Bagel)
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Goal of project:
Connect front door to sidewalk; beautify yards with
more plants
Unanticipated issues:
Confusion over plant selection,
mottling of concrete steps
Year house built:
1955 (remodeled 2008)

Size of yard:
1,500 sq ft in front;
1,800 sq ft in back
Time to complete:
1 day to design, 4 months to
finish

Serving the Northern California
Bay Area Specializing in
Exterior/Interior Painting
We Specialize in:
UÊ >LiÌÊ,iwÊÃ } UÊ-Ì>}
UÊ7>Ê*>«iÀÊ,iÛ> UÊ/iÝÌÕÀ}
UÊ>}}Ê7>«>«iÀ UÊ>ÕÝÊÃ

Free Consultations
Current members/supporters of

Pinnacle Painting Inc.
Contractor License #889532

Palo Alto: 650.799.8495

www.PinnaclePaintinginc.net
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INITIAL VALUATION:
L IS T P R I C E :
S O LD :

$2.8M
$3 . 4M+
$3 . 8 M+
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FORM FOLLOWS

Clockwise from top: The kitchen mixes contemporary and
traditional, with its crown molding and painted cabinetry;
brilliantly colored tiles are a standout in the guest bathroom;
the kitchen features soapstone countertops, a large island
with a microwave, a sliding chalkboard barn door to the
laundry room and plenty of seating
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FUNCTION

FAMILY NEEDED ACCESS TO
BACKYARD, SO THEY STARTED
FROM SCRATCH

by Susan Golovin /
photos by Veronica Weber

“W

e wanted this
house because of
the backyard,” says
Kristine Mostofizadeh, the parent
of three young children along with
her husband, Javad. Unfortunately,
the only access to that yard in the
original Midtown Palo Alto home,
which Javad describes as “dark and
chopped up,” was through the bedrooms.
In order to create a home that
fit their lifestyle — an updated,
open, light-filled floor plan that
took advantage of the setting — the
couple ultimately decided that they
would tear down the existing home.

“Only one wall of the garage stayed,”
Kristine says. “We kept the original
footprint and added 500 square feet
upstairs.”
French doors at the front of the
house now allow light to stream
into the open living/dining area. A
structural ceiling beam differentiates the space. Interior designer Esin
Karliova explains that the structural
beams that support the second story
impeded wiring for heating and
cooling. Thus, the heat in this area
is provided by a gas fireplace.
“It’s a zero-clearance fireplace so
there’s no requirement for tile surround,” Karliova says. A piece of
reclaimed pine from the Pt. Reyes
fire serves as a simple mantel.
The floor is white oak, rift and
quartered, and all the built-in
cabinetry was designed by Karliova
and fabricated by Griffin Custom
Cabinetry in San Mateo.
The archway entrance to the
kitchen, enhanced by glass-fronted
cabinets on either side, is off the

dining area. The arch is somewhat
unexpected in what seems to be a
more streamlined plan.
“I wanted contemporary, but we
mixed design elements,” Kristine
says, pointing out the crown molding and the painted cabinetry.
A huge island, made of whitewashed oak topped with soapstone,
provides storage, houses the microwave and offers a pleasant place to
have breakfast. Behind the hanging
vent for the Wolf stove is a large,
blue-glass trimmed window that
frames the jasmine growing on the
fence outside.
“They told me that I had to have
tile behind a cooktop,” Kristine says,
“but I held out for the window.”
A backsplash of gray, glass subway
tiles is positioned behind the sink.
A sliding barn door with a blackboard front leads to the laundry/
mudroom.
The family room, with its wall of
continued on next page
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continued from previous page
sliding-glass doors, provides the access to the backyard.
Custom cabinetry runs along one wall.
“We created a recessed detail in the ceiling which
disguises the support beams,” Karliova says. “And we fit
the rope lighting behind the crown molding,” which fits
with her general philosophy: “Use whatever structure
you have,” she adds.
On the first floor, to the left of Javad’s “media closet”
is the guest bedroom/office, which overlooks the back
porch. The room is bright thanks to a skylight in the
porch roof.
Kristine describes the turquoise, gray, white and
green linear tile design in the guest bathroom as
“Mediterranean meets contemporary.” An arch in the
shower heightens the effect.
Several things make the staircase leading to the three
upstairs bedrooms more interesting. The stairs are
wider at the bottom and the first step is triangular and
adjacent to a column with a recessed panel. Niches on
the wall bordering the stairs add depth, and there is a
cabinet at the top of the stairs. Skylights in the 12-foot
upstairs hallway keep the space from feeling cramped.
Care was taken with the upstairs windows to respect
both the neighbors’ privacy as well as the residents’.
Javad explains that this is why one of the bathroom windows has an opaque bottom.
In the master bedroom a ceiling fan hangs from the

PAT R I C K P OW E R S
PLUMBING & CONSTRUCTION

center of the coffered ceiling.
“The ceiling beam was distressed by hand,” Kristine
says. Another barn door slides to reveal the walk-in
closet. Kristine says that she really appreciates the sun
tunnel, which provides light but doesn’t encourage fading.
Both the master bathroom and the kids’ bathrooms
have skylights.
“I love the river rocks on our shower floor,” Kristine
says. “They massage the feet.” Bamboo cabinets,
CaesarStone counters and flagstone floor tiles create a
sophisticated and casual atmosphere.
“Notice that the entry has a place to take off shoes,”
Karliova says. This is one of the many features that
allow the home to be Green Point-rated. h+g
Resources:
Interior designer: Esin Karliova, Studio Karliova, www.
studiokarliova.com, 408-718-3746
Contractor: Sean Supple, Supple Homes Inc., www.
supplehomesinc.com, 650-380-9352
Goal of project:
New home had to connect
with backyard and have a
light-filled, open floor plan.
Unanticipated issues:
How long it took for city
approval, given the fact that

neighbors had input as well
Year house built:
Original home in early 1950s,
now 2011
Size of home, lot:
2,968.5-sq-ft home on 7,398sq-ft lot

PLUMBING STUDIO
B AT H & K I T C H E N
S H OW RO O M

robern mirrored cabinets

KITCHEN & BATHROOM
Covering all your project needs from plumbing
to construction. Let us help with your next
kitchen or bathroom project.

Call for an estimate today!
P ho ne : 650.938.4519
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DESIGN & PLANNING SERVICES
An exquisite collection of plumbing
hardware, ﬁxtures and accessories
for the kitchen and bath.
CALL FOR AN ESTIMATE TODAY!

2150 OLD MIDDLEFIELD WAY MTN. VIEW
650. 938. 4502
- &   s 3  

Midtown Realty, Inc.
Real Results, Real Estate
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SOLD

SOLD

Your Neighborhood
Midtown Realty Team

SOLD

Tom Foy

Tim Foy

Owner

Broker

Molly
Foy Rich

Jane Volpe
Realtor/MBA

Realtor

Leslie Zeisler
Realtor ®, SRES,
AHS

SungHee
Clemenson

Lisa Knox

Yamei Lee

Joann Weber

Realtor

Realtor

Property Manager

Realtor
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Dean Birinyi

The key to kitchen design is focusing on function: How will the room be used, and by whom?

Real solutions

are ergonomic to reach and this also
makes it easy for children to access
and help with clean up. Final deciWhere to start with a kitchen design?
sions are counter tops, furnishings
by Risë Krag
and lighting. While natural stone is
a choice for its durability and color
hether the first house or
slow simmering, hot grilling, woks
options, some people prefer manthe last, the most comor other styles of cooking. Fans and made products such as CaesarStone
mon room people want
exhausts are also specific to the vari- and Corian.
to change is the kitchen. The motiety of cooking. Multiple cooks also
Efficient lighting is mandated in
vation is almost endless, but the
need consideration.
California, so LED or fluorescent are
design dilemma is really where to
Counter heights, locations of tasks common choices. Determining locastart.
and proximity to the sink and refrig- tions are important to insure that
Depending on which showroom
erator are important to determine
tasks such as chopping and dicing
you visit, the kitchen is defined by
early in the planning phase. Snack
are safely lit. Undercounter lighting
cabinetry, counter surfaces, appliand lunch prep, baking areas, small
also adds to the function without the
ances or lighting. While these are
appliances such as blenders, mixers, glare.
all components, the priority is really toasters, rice cooker and coffee makWhen these basics are determined
about FOOD. What do you like to
ers are all important to plan for.
it is time to consider cabinetry.
eat? How do your prepare it? What
Equally important is clean up.
While many people think this is the
holidays do you celebrate? How
Which direction to load the dishplace to start because it is so visible,
many cooks live in your home?
washer and easy access to storage
it is best to wait. Basically, cabinetry
With an open mind to appliance
after cleaning reduces wasted steps.
supports all the appliances and storselection, consider whether your
Drawers for every-day plates and
age rather than defining them.
favorite meals are prepared with
bowls across from the dishwasher
continued on page 30
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City Arborist Tree Care
Excellence in Tree Care Naturally
Pruning
Tree Preservation
Consultations
Tree Removal
Long Term Tree
Health Care

Ask for Seasonal Speical Discounts
(650) 321-2795 www.cityarborist.com
email: arborist@CityArborist.com

continued from page 28
Since many people spend more time sitting at the breakfast table than other parts of the home, comfortable seating is important. Bar stools are not safe for young children
and are not that comfortable without a back.
Many people consider the kitchen as the heart of the
home and it has gained prominence as the social center,
becoming larger in modern homes. A common appearance of a new kitchen is a row of bar stools lined up at an
island. Often, all the stools are facing a bank of cabinets
rather than a view, or each other. For meals this isn’t the
best way to have a conversation. If a family chef likes an
audience this may be a good layout, but not everyone does.
If there is room for an island, consider the best function:
storage, small appliances, prep sink and recycling are all
important. The island surface could be used for a large
party buffet when entertaining.
While the definition of the kitchen may have expanded
the goal is the same.
Bon Appetite! h+g
Risë Krag, ASID, associate AIA, IESGG, is founder of
RKI Interior Design, a full-service interior-design firm. She
can be reached at 650-854-9090 or RKIinteriordesign.com.
Design problems can be sent directly to rki@rkiinterior
design.com.

Sterling Custom Upholstery
picture i t

framed
Custom

Ready-Made

Photo

UArt Palo Alto
267 Hamilton Ave. 650-328-3500

9250 Labor Special

$

Total Price For Labor On Standard Couch or Chair
Plus the cost of any fabric you select from our complete line of fabrics. Labor price
of $92.50 includes frame, spring and webbing repair. Additional charge for cushion
ﬁller, tufting and channeling. Customer supplied fabric charged at standard labor
rate of $50 per yard.

FREE ARM COVERS

with upholstery of any couch or chair
With this coupon only. Regular value $12.50 plus 1/2 yard of fabric. Expires 9/30/12

FREE Local Pick Up & Delivery
Our 46th year.

1243 W. El Camino Real, Mountain View
(At Miramonte – behind Baskin-Robbins)

www.SterlingCustomUpholstery.com

UniversityArt.com
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(650) 961-8700

Re-upholstery Recycles

4,980

ENTIRE HOUSE
Window
$
& Door SPECIAL ONLY
Replacement

8 windows of any size. Cost of labor only.
Call for details. Expires 9/5/12.

WE WILL BEAT ALL COMPETITOR’S PRICES
WHY PAY MORE?
s 3LIDING GLASS DOORS
s 2EDUCE ENERGY COSTS
s ,OW % GLASS BLOCKS 
OF 56 RAYS
s )NCREASES HOME VALUE
s 2EDUCE NOISE BY 
s -AINTENANCE FREE VINYL FRAMES
s !DDITIONAL SENIOR DISCOUNTS
s &ULL LIFETIME WARRANTY

Ý«iÀiViÊUÊ+Õ>ÌÞÊUÊ,i>LÌÞ

Call now for a
FREE in-home estimate

888-368-2706
Yes, you can
afford it now!!

,IC 

12 MONTHS NO INTEREST NO PAYMENT
#ALL STORE FOR DETAILS s /!#

WWW.SGKHOMESOLUTIONS.COM
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Visit our Mountain View Masonry Showroom and see
more than 300 varieties of stone, brick and pavers,
all beautifully displayed at a single location.

MASONRY SHOWROOM
2490 Charleston Road
Mountain View, CA 94043

(877) 282-0522

Yard Locations:
Redwood City, Sunnyvale,
San Martin and Livermore
Natural Stone Stone Veneer Brick Pavers Retaining Walls Thin Brick Manufactured Stone Hardware

www.pbm1923.com

